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Persevere Through Failure
AND YOU’LL FIND SUCCESS
ON THE OTHER SIDE
If there’s one thing I talk about with my daughters on a regular basis, it’s how
to handle failure. When it comes to failure in life, it’s not a question of “if” but
“when.” Things will go wrong, and everyone goes through times where they
feel confused and lost. That’s not when you just throw in the towel, though.
That’s when it’s time to suit up and show up — to persevere through to the
other side.
I’ve experienced plenty of failures in my life that have left me wondering
what to do next. I think the first real failure I ever experienced, though,
happened right after I graduated from law school. I had a corporate
investment management degree, and I got a job at a great law firm as a
corporate securities lawyer. It was the kind of job that any reasonable law
student would dream of having, and when I landed it, I thought I had the
world by the tail.
When I started working there, though, I learned the unfortunate truth — I
didn’t like anything about the work. I had nothing in common with the other
lawyers with whom I worked, and they didn’t like me any more than I liked
them. They wanted me to be a guy who liked going to Rotary Club meetings,
but all I wanted to do with my free time was hike in the mountains.

“THAT’S THE THING ABOUT FAILURES —
PERSEVERING THROUGH THEM WILL OFTEN
LAND YOU EXACTLY WHERE YOU SHOULD BE.
IT WILL ULTIMATELY LEAD YOU TO SUCCESS.”

As I continued to work there, I realized that I had just gone along with the
career path that everyone had thought I should take, and I hadn’t taken any
time to decide for myself whether being a corporate lawyer was what I really
wanted. When I finally quit my job there after a few years, it felt like I had
wasted so much time and effort just to get somewhere I didn’t want to be. In
short, it felt like I had failed to find my calling.

After I
quit my
job, I took
a road trip out
west with my dog
for about a month. I
wanted to try to clear my
head and think of my next steps.
When I returned home, though, I
didn’t feel like I was any closer to figuring
out what I wanted to do. But I knew I needed a job,
so I started applying to different law offices. The one I ended up
picking didn’t pay the most money, and it certainly wasn’t the most prestigious
— but it felt right. It put me on the right path.
That’s the thing about failures — persevering through them will often land
you exactly where you should be. It will ultimately lead you to success. That’s
what I try to convey to my daughters, who right now are trying to persevere
through their school work and sorority life in the midst of a pandemic. Right
now, it all feels like a waste and like they’re failing to have the college
experience they were promised. But, as someone who’s now experienced his
fair share of failures, I feel qualified to tell them that things are going to be
okay. They won’t always be like they are now. The sun is going to keep rising
each day, and that’s as sure as our being able to learn from our shortcomings
and mistakes.
Now, I’m someone who loves inspirational quotes and always keeps a few
handy. So, before I sign off, I thought I would just leave you with a few that I
think encapsulate what I’ve just talked about:
“He who makes no mistakes makes nothing.”
–English Proverb
“Success is not the absence of failure; it’s the persistence through failure.” –
Aisha Tyler

–Perry Shuttlesworth
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Heroes Come
in All Sizes

MACKENZIE THE CHIHUAHUA
IS ONE BIG HERO
The American Humane Hero Dog Awards
competition is an annual celebration
that honors some of the world’s
most extraordinary canines. The
awards recognize dogs that have
gone above and beyond the call
of duty, whether it’s saving lives
on the battlefield, comforting the
ill or elderly, or demonstrating just how
powerful the bond between humans
and animals can be. Winners are
crowned in several categories, but the
“American Hero Dog” is the top winner
selected by expert panelists and a popular vote. It most often goes
to dogs who show astute bravery in what they do, and in 2020, that
bravery came in a 4-pound package.
MacKenzie the Chihuahua bested over 400 competitors to be selected
as 2020’s American Hero Dog. Born seven years ago with a cleft palate
and severe pneumonia that nearly took her life, MacKenzie fought hard
to overcome her sickness and birth defects. Soon after she defied all
odds, her owners noticed her affinity for other animals — despite being
tiny compared to many of them. That’s when they gave her a special
job: caring for baby animals born with birth defects just like she was.
Many of the rescue animals MacKenzie helps care for have medical
problems that prohibit them from staying with their mothers, but
MacKenzie takes a genuine interest in each baby from the moment
they’re introduced, no matter its species or size. She plays nurse,
cleans, and comforts them through their recovery, becoming a
pseudo-mother that teaches them how to socialize and play. She’s
nurtured countless puppies, kittens, birds, squirrels, mice, goats, and
turkeys. Despite her tiny size, she’s even mothered a Great Dane.
In addition to caring for rescued animals, MacKenzie also helps kids
learn to be open-minded about both animals and people with physical
differences or disabilities. The Chihuahua teaches the kids kindness
and patience and shows them that no matter how small you might be,
you can make a big difference.
MacKenzie lost her ability to bark very early in life, but she has one
of the loudest voices when it comes to speaking for disadvantaged
animals. Heroism truly comes in all shapes, sizes, and forms, but
MacKenzie demonstrates that the most heroic act of all is exuding
compassion for others, no matter their circumstances.
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Do I Have a
Product Liability Case?
4 Questions You Need to Answer
When you accuse a company of making a defective product, you’ll need an
airtight case to take on their formidable, experienced legal team. To make sure
you have a good product liability case, start by answering these four questions.
WAS THE PRODUCT DEFECTIVE?
The three types of product defects are manufacturing errors, which occur when
the product is being put together; design defects, which arise from a problem
with the product’s design; and failures to warn of hazards, which might mean
a lack of warning labels on potentially dangerous products. If a product you
bought is defective in any of these ways, you might have a case — but that’s
just the beginning.
DID YOU INJURE YOURSELF OR OTHERWISE SUFFER SOME LOSS?
If a defective pressure cooker explodes in your home but doesn’t injure you
or cause any damage to your kitchen, then chances are you won’t have a
product liability case — even if a product defect caused the explosion. You
have to have suffered an injury or other damages from a defective product to
have a case.
DID THE DEFECT CAUSE YOUR INJURY?
Even if a defective product injured you, you also
have to prove the defect itself caused your
injury. For example, if you were driving a car
with a defect that made it flip over while going
around tight corners, but you were speeding
when the car flipped, the manufacturer might
argue that your speeding caused the injury,
rather than the defect. So, make sure it was
mostly the defect that caused your injury while
putting together your case.
WERE YOU USING THE PRODUCT FOR ITS INTENDED PURPOSE?
If you bought a defective ironing board that suddenly collapsed for no reason,
you had to be using it as an ironing board when it collapsed and injured you to
make your case. You can’t collect damages if you were using it as a surface for
serving food, as a surfboard, or anything else other than its intended purpose.
If you believe you have a product liability case or know someone who might
have one, get in touch with the legal team at Shuttlesworth Law Firm. We’ll let
you know if you have a case, and then we’ll help you fight the manufacturers in
court. Call us today at (205) 322-1411.

Walking Safely From Point A to Point B
TIPS FOR STAYING SAFE AS A PEDESTRIAN
According to research, car accidents involving
pedestrians are more likely to leave the
pedestrian seriously injured than anyone in
the vehicle. That said, pedestrians are also
more likely to be at fault for those accidents.
In one survey of accidents in the Baltimore and
Washington, D.C., areas, pedestrians were at
fault in 50% of the accidents, while drivers were
only at fault for 39% of accidents.

WEAR NOTICEABLE CLOTHING.

STAY DISTRACTION FREE.

Nighttime is the most common time of day
for drivers to hit pedestrians, but wearing a
headlamp, bright clothing, or even a reflective
vest can make you more visible from farther
away. That will give drivers more time to notice
you if you’re out walking after dark.

Just as drivers should avoid texting while
driving or driving under the influence, if
you’re out walking along a busy street, don’t
wear earbuds or at least keep the volume
low enough to hear what’s going on around
you. Also, if you have drugs or alcohol in your
system, as is sometimes the case for drivers, it’s
best to stay put rather than try to make it from
point A to point B.

USE CROSSWALKS AND SIDEWALKS ONLY.
Don’t misunderstand: Drivers absolutely have
a responsibility to look out for the safety of
pedestrians on the road. But, if you’re walking
along a busy street and you want to do
everything you can to avoid getting hit by a car,
here are a few tips.

According to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, auto accidents involving
pedestrians are more likely to happen at
nonintersections in urban areas. Use sidewalks
as provided (or keep as close to the side of the
road as possible), and only cross the street at
crosswalks. Thousands of pedestrians die every
year because they failed to follow these rules.

Unfortunately, keeping yourself safe doesn’t
always mean you’ll avoid accidents. If you were
involved in a pedestrian-auto accident, let the
legal team at Shuttlesworth Law Firm help
you work through the details. Call us today
at (205) 322-1411.

STRANGE

FACTOID

TAKE A
BREAK

SOLUTION

The Strange Lore of Punxsutawney Phil
Chances are you know who Punxsutawney Phil
is. He’s the groundhog who, on Groundhog
Day, “officially” predicts whether we’ll have an
early spring or six more weeks of winter. The
fun, lighthearted ceremony obviously requires
some suspension of disbelief — but did you
know that the lore for America’s favorite
groundhog burrows much deeper than just
predicting the weather?
For starters, according to that expanded
lore, Phil is at least 134 years old, sustained

by “groundhog punch” or the “elixir of life,”
which he receives at the Groundhog Picnic
every fall. There is, and only ever has been, one
Punxsutawney Phil. All other groundhogs are
imposters. Additionally, the Groundhog Club
president supposedly can speak “groundhogese”
with Phil in order to truly hear the groundhog’s
prediction for the upcoming seasons.
All that said, these “facts” about Punxsutawney
Phil are no more than just fun and games ...
probably.
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Is Dark Chocolate Really Good for Your Heart?

THE TRUTH
ABOUT DARK CHOCOLATE
As you give and get chocolate for Valentine’s
Day (or jump on post-holiday chocolate sales),
you’ll probably hear that dark chocolate is healthy
for you. Before you decide to incorporate dark
chocolate into your daily diet, you should ask
yourself what that means. Can dark chocolate
really be “healthy”?

which indicates the amount of cocoa. The higher
the percentage, the better; 70%–80% is considered
the sweet spot in terms of balancing health
benefits and flavor, but as the percentage of cocoa
increases, the more bitter the chocolate becomes.
chocolate appeared most effective when paired
with other heart-healthy foods, such as almonds.

Studies on dark chocolate’s supposed benefits
focus on compounds found within cocoa,
specifically flavanols, which are found in most fruits
and vegetables (and cocoa!) and help lower blood
pressure and reduce low-density lipoproteins, aka
“bad” cholesterol.

However, the amount of flavanols found in a
typical 1-ounce piece of 80% dark chocolate
is very small. Alice H. Lichtenstein, a Gershoff
professor of nutrition science and policy at Tufts
University in Boston, says, “Dark chocolate has
more flavanols than other types of chocolate; the
data to suggest there is enough to have a health
effect is thin at this point.”

By that notion, dark chocolate does have heart
health benefits, but taking advantage of those
benefits is not as simple as just eating dark
chocolate. Each bar will include a percentage,

A 2017 study published in the Journal of the
American Heart Association that focused on
dark chocolate, cocoa, and raw almonds also
concluded that the heart benefits were small. Dark

As with all good things, moderation is key. Eating
too much dark chocolate has the reverse effect
and can cause inflammation, and inflammation is
the enemy of the heart.
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So what about other types of chocolate, like milk
or semi-sweet? Once the cocoa content falls below
60%, the benefits disappear entirely. The flavanol
levels are too low and the sugar and fat content too
high, which negates any heart health benefits.

